JANUARY 2022

SSA Virtual General Meeting
Energy Resiliency &
Home Storage Backup
Solutions

Friday, January 28, 2022
7:00 pm
Zoom Meeting

A PRESENTATION BY
JOHN BERGH
John Bergh will talk to us about the latest
solution-based energy technology that
is available for backup power during a
home power outage. As the need for
home power alternatives to the grid
have become a more common need, more
powerful battery solutions are becoming
available.

To join click on the link:
https://clari.zoom.us/j/95670966059

John has worked in solar for 19 years and
17 years for SunPower. He is currently their
South Bay Regional Manager. John has a
state license in solar energy and serves
the region in which he lives, Santa Cruz,
(his home is in Aptos) and is proud to be a
neighborly resource for his community.
John will be available to answer your
questions after the presentation.
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What the SSA is Doing…
BY PATTI BEGLEY, SKYLINES EDITOR

General Meetings Continue to be Virtual
The last two years have been a challenge to stay in touch
with much of the community without the ability to meet
in person. However, we were happy to see that our virtual
meetings were well attended. We are looking forward to
the time when our usual venues will feel comfortable with
allowing us to meet together again. We aren’t sure when
that will be, so for now we will continue to use Zoom as
our meeting room.
Despite social distancing, in 2021 we were fortunate to
schedule some good speakers and interesting topics:
• How Our Local Volunteer Firefighters Helped to
Contain the CZU
• A Discussion of Criminal Activities and Law
Enforcement in the South Skyline Area
• Ember Resistant Landscaping and Land
Management in the WUI
• Beekeeping
We are asking our members to let us know if there are any
meeting topics you are interested in, or if you know of any
good speakers for future meetings. Topics of interest, but
not limited to, are local wildlife, weather, local musicians,
local authors, fire defense, geology and Santa Cruz
Mountains history. If you have any recommendations or
ideas, please send an email to the SSA Board of Directors
at president@southskyline.org

January is SSA Board Elections –
Candidates Needed
The annual SSA Board Elections will take place at the SSA
General Meeting in January 2022. The board is currently
looking for candidates for four openings.
Board members whose terms are up in January 2022 and
are running for another term are: Barbara Bekins, Evan
Dellor, Rich Lee, and Susan Stucky.
Louise ElNagger will not be serving for another term. Our
many thanks to her for volunteering.
We also have a new candidate, Udi Gold, who lives in
Portola Heights.
If you are a South Skyline resident and would like to
volunteer some time to help on the SSA board, please
contact Evan Dellor: president@southskyline.org .
The purpose of the South Skyline Association is to foster a
sense of community spirit, to keep residents and property
owners informed of public agency actions or other items
of concern in the South Skyline sphere of influence,
to protect the rights and represent the interests of the
residents and property owners of our area, and to engage
in various projects to enhance the unique South Skyline
environment.

SPUG Quarterly Report
Month/Year

Amerigas

FerrellGas

Kamps

Suburban/SV

December 2021

2.750

3.406

3.700

3.970

November 2021

2.750

3.442

3.398

3.940

October 2021

2.750

3.143

3.147

3.200

September 2021

2.750

2.900

3.040

3.200

August 2021

2.750

2.754

2.920

3.200

July 2021

2.750

2.617

2.700

3.200

June 2021

2.750

2.517

2.700

3.200

May 2021

2.750

2.608

2.700

3.300

April 2021

2.750

2.870

2.980

3.340

March 2021

2.750

3.142

2.980

3.340

February 2021

2.750

3.060

3.080

3.250

January 2021

2.750

3.120

2.950

3.150

December 2020

2.750

2.930

2.850

2.750

Skyline Propane Users Group (SPUG) was formed to
benefit SSA members. For information about joining, or for
members wishing current information on the agreement
go to our website: www.SouthSkyline.org/spug/. If you
have questions, please email propane@southskyline.org .
SSA has agreements with Amerigas, FerrellGas, Kamps,
and Suburban Propane Scotts Valley. The open market
price is more than $1.00/gallon higher than the SPUG
price. Please note: Prices are subject to change as
frequently as wholesale prices change. The prices SSA
posts are for the first of the month. Our SPUG rate is
based on a keep-full basis, not will-call service.
You are not required to pay sales tax on propane if you
do not have natural gas available where you use propane.
If you get your propane from Amerigas, you will need to
submit a sales tax exemption form. Contact Amerigas for
the form.
Membership dues were due in January. Those whose
SSA membership has lapsed can be disqualified by our
propane providers from receiving the benefit of the SPUG
price. Membership can be renewed at http://SouthSkyline.
org/membership/. If paying by check use the Membership
Application on the website and in this issue of Skylines.
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SSA Membership Report – January 2022
BY DEBRA BORN, MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE CHAIR

It’s January and Time to Renew Your SSA Dues
Again!
Not only is it cold outside it is renewal month for SSA
members. Just so we don’t have to remind you again,
please after reading this newsletter take the time to
go online or send in a check for $20 to renew your
SSA membership for 2022. Our modest dues keep our
Association’s newsletters and programs running as well as
fund a wide variety of projects and equipment to protect
and keep our communities and their residents safe.
The link to the South Skyline Association website is
http://southskyline.org . Send checks to: SSA Membership,
400 Skyline Blvd., La Honda 94020.
And in case you may have paid for multiple years in
advance, you can check the status of your account online
also by clicking on “Membership” or the “Membership” tab
on the home page. This will take you to the “Membership”
page where you will be shown when your membership
expires. If you want to confirm all information in your
account is current, you will need to log on by updating
your profile, entering your email and password (ask for
a password link to be sent to you in case you forgot or
never set up a password), then reviewing your account
information. If you’ve never given us an email address
or forgot which email you registered under, contact
membership@southskyline.org.

SSA Grant Application Spring
Deadline: March 01, 2022
BY SUSAN STUCKY, SSA GRANT ADMINISTRATOR
Will you need financial assistance for a program or project
that supports the South Skyline community? Individuals,
students, teachers, groups, and organizations are eligible
for South Skyline Association grant funding from $500 to
$10,000. The 2022 Spring deadline for submitting grant
applications to the SSA is March 1, 2022. Please check
the SSA website under ‘Events’ at http://southskyline.
org/events/ for the application template. If you have any
questions or need additional information or assistance
with the grant proposal application, please email grants@
southskyline.org. Decisions will be made at the March 10,
2022, SSA Board meeting.

Remember, we do not prorate the dues if you renew or
join later in the year so you may as well renew now before
you forget. For help with renewal or joining, contact us at
membership@southskyline.org.
Finally, please join us for our virtual January quarterly
meeting (see front page of this newsletter for the Zoom
link) and consider throwing your name in the hat to be on
the SSA Board. Any member who lives within the South
Skyline area boundaries as shown on our
website is eligible to serve.
It’s a great way
to contribute to
your community
and to meet
people. The board
meets monthly
(again virtually
until the threat of
Covid has passed).
ne.org
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Happy New Year,
Stay Safe, and Thank
You for supporting
SSA!
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“The South Skyline Story”
A fascinating biography of our
scenic Skyline region.

Need a gift for a special person on
your gift list? We will help you with your
shopping and send this very special gift
directly to your lucky recipient and enclose
a note that it is from you.
In this book the reader will follow the paths of the
native Ohlone people and experience the rugged life in
the logging camps, mills, and ranches. Learn how the
crude trails, dusty ranch and private roads of the ridge
properties through four different counties were connected
by the building of the boulevard. This book introduces
the waves of people who left the “flatlands” to succumb
to the lore of the mountains of the area we call “home.”
Complete with detailed maps and vintage photographs,
this book should be in the library of every person who
loves local history.
Get your copy by contacting Skyline History President
Chuck Schoppe, email: chuck_sch@hotmail.com or
phone: 408-867-9229. Your cost: $24.95 plus tax ($2.25)
plus $9.30 shipping priority mail, for a total of $36.50.
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In Memory of Roy Clifton “Cliff” Jenkins
March 4, 1938 – September 10, 2021
Roy Clifton “Cliff” Jenkins died
peacefully at home in Sunnyvale, CA,
on September 10, 2021, at age 83. He
had been living with mixed dementia
for several years and had recently
been diagnosed with gastric cancer.
Cliff was the beloved husband and
partner of Elizabeth “Betsy” Moore,
eldest son of the late Roy Clifton, Sr.
and Edna Jenkins, father of Colin
(Carrie) Jenkins and Annie Jenkins,
brother of Patricia Good and the late
Donald Jenkins, grandfather to the
late Nicholas Jenkins and to Samuel
Jenkins, Dakota Jenkins, and Gabriel
Jenkins, uncle to Marc Doonan
and Jennifer Doonan, stepfather to
Samuel Hanes, and a dear family
member and friend to many more.
Cliff was born on March 4, 1938, in
Oakland, CA and grew up in Grosse
Pointe, Michigan. Cliff earned his
bachelor’s degree in chemistry
from Denison University in Ohio in
1960 and moved to California to
pursue graduate studies at Stanford
University, where he received his
master’s degree in nuclear physics in
1964. He lived on the San Francisco
Peninsula for the rest of his life,
residing for many years in the South
Skyline region of the Santa Cruz
Mountains.
The majority of Cliff’s working life
was spent as a teacher. He worked
for the San Mateo County Office of
Education, helping adults earn their
GEDs at a Daly City learning center,
at the La Honda Honor Camp, and in
the main jail in Redwood City. He also
taught courses through Bobrow Test
Preparation Services, helping many

people pass their graduate school
admissions and teacher credential
tests. He loved his work and was
described by a colleague as “a
brilliant mind who could always make
the complex easy to understand.
He always connected deeply with
people and their needs.” He often
encountered former students in the
community who were eager to tell
him about the impact he’d made on
their lives.
Cliff loved folk dancing, he loved his
land in the Santa Cruz Mountains and,
most of all, he loved people. 40 years
ago, he and his friends brought all
these elements together at a freestanding redwood deck they built
where two creeks come together,
and “the land” (or “CliffLand”, to
some) community was born. Since
then, dancers and families have
met at the land to dance, camp,
and play at twice-yearly folk-dance
weekends, and to participate in
periodic volunteer work days. Cliff
formed the Land Dancers non-profit
organization in 2007 to support the
folk dance weekends and ensure they
will continue after his passing.
Cliff was a long-time member and
past president of the South Skyline
Association and was proud to have
been involved in the formation of the
Skyline Propane Users Group (SPUG)
and the creation of the book The
South Skyline Story by Janet Schwind
and the Skyline Historical Society. He
volunteered on many other projects
and attended nearly every social
event.
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Photo by Betsy Moore

Cliff did not always adhere to
society’s expectations for behavior
or dress, but he brought a sense of
fun and an infectious enthusiasm to
everything he did. He was known for
remembering everyone’s name and
celebrating the birthdays of family,
friends, and strangers alike with his
special birthday song.
In lieu of flowers, the family
encourages donations in Cliff’s
memory to:
Land Dancers, Tax ID #39-2064581,
http://www.landdancers.org
Redwood City Friends of Literacy for
the Project Read Re-Entry Program,
Tax ID #94-3133401,
http://www.projectreadredwoodcity.
org
A celebration of Cliff’s life was held
the evening of November 20, 2021, at
the Lucie Stern Community Center in
Palo Alto.
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South Skyline Fire & Rescue News
BY ANDY SEIGEL, CAPTAIN, SSF&R

Incidents
Happy New Year from SSF&R!
Recently, after a long career, Chief Ian Larkin retired as
chief of CAL FIRE CZU and Santa Cruz County Fire. Former
Deputy Chief Nate Armstrong is the new chief.
In recruiting news, we are very excited to have 3 cadets in
the 2022 Santa Cruz County Fire Academy, all local. We’ll
be introducing you to these new team members in future
issues. We are already recruiting for 2023. A steady stream
of new volunteers keeps our program running. There is
information on our website about the program. We’re
happy to answer any questions; email us at interest@
southskylinefire.org
Looking at incidents, call volume was about the same as
last year, with 206 calls for service.

Project Update
Our apparatus shelter is substantially complete! As
mentioned in the last issue, the garage door was installed
at the end of September, and we completed the electrical
work in early December. There’s still work to be done, but it
is very functional. This was a cooperative project between
Santa Cruz County Fire and the South Skyline Firefighters.
We are very thankful to the membership for their support
which helped fund this project and other purchases last
year! Thank you!
Visit us at: http://southskylinefire.org

SSFSC Home Advisory Program Reminder
BY DEBRA BORN, SOUTH SKYLINE FIRESAFE COUNCIL
It may be January and it may be damp and wet outside,
but this is not the time to forget about making your home
and property fire safe. In fact, it’s the perfect time to take
advantage of the South Skyline FireSafe Council’s free
Home Advisory program. Trained members of our board
review with you your Defensible Space as well as your
home and other structures, provided you live within SSFSC
boundaries. SSFSC does not share the results of its review
with any other agency. Nor is there any obligation for you

to act on recommendations stemming from this review.
This program is strictly advisory and designed to help you
protect yourself from wildfire.
For more information go to https://www.
southskylinefiresafe.org/programs-2/home-advisoryprogram/. To schedule a Home Advisory visit from one of
our trained advisors, please e-mail us at homeadvisory.
ssfsc@gmail.com.
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Simulated Emergency Test
BY LISA SHORT CHUPITY W6LSC
PIO for SC4ARC/ARES
On October 9, 2021, there was a
joint exercise done with SSEPO,
Southcoast CERT, and SC4ARES.
This was the annual SET (Simulated
Emergency Test), and the scenario
was a magnitude 7.3 earthquake
centered near Crystal Springs
Reservoir, part of the Great American
Shakeout. CERT is Community
Emergency Response Team, and
ARES is Amateur Radio Emergency
Service.
CERTs were charged with going from
house to house in La Honda, Loma
Mar, Pescadero and Butano areas.
The CERTs were to practice activation
protocols and go-bag kits, review
light search and rescue practices
and techniques, test the efficiency
of the new TERA GMRS radios that
were purchased for CERT, and be
able to effectively communicate
with the CERT Team Leader at the
Department Operations Center (DOC),
based at the La Honda firehouse.

Inserts - scenarios
of emergency
situations, were
communicated by
CERTs via GMRS
radio to central
ARES member,
Lisa, W6LSC, to
communicate to
the DOC.
If GMRS radio
With the Emergency Communications trailer, L to R: is Pat O’Coffey,
communications
Bryan Osborne, Peter Chupity, Jeneen Sommers, and Angelo Dragone.
were not possible
from a specific
location, the
in La Honda. There, ARES operators
ARES member assigned to that team
Casey,KA5WAX, and Neil, W6VG,
communicated information directly to
communicated directly to the DOC.
the DOC. Loma Mar was an example
of where GMRS was not able to reach
South Skyline and parts of Alpine
the GMRS repeater in La Honda, and
and Middleton Tract conducted a
so the ARES operator Dave, KM6DOV,
different exercise. Seven out of nine
communicated directly to the DOC.
organized neighborhoods north
The Butano and Pescadero area was
of Highway 9 participated. Each
another case where the GMRS radios
organized neighborhood completed a
could not reach the GMRS repeater
welfare check and reported findings
on the Long Ridge GMRS Repeater.
Information received was relayed to
the La Honda DOC by ARES operator,
Nate, KN6LGM. ARES member in
Branch 4, Bryan KD6UCA, also sent
relays from Las Cumbres and Winlink
messages to the La Honda DOC and
DOC40 in Half Moon Bay.
*****
In other Amateur Radio news, Bryan
Osborne, KD6UCA and John Killeen,
KD6KGE were honored by the
American Radio and Relay League
with plaques for their hosting of
repeaters. John hosts the Butano
Ridge W6SCF voter, and the KD6GKE
repeater. Bryan hosts the Winlink
repeater, essential for passing email
and other data via amateur radio.

Pictured L to R: Peter Chupity, Tom Hempel,
Angelo Dragone, Bryan Osborne, Pat
O’Coffey, and Jeneen Sommers.
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Home Hose Wildfire Defense
BY DICK SCHWIND
Presumably you have completed, or
expect you will soon complete, the
standard steps to defending your
home from a wildfire:
• readable home address
• good road/driveway access,
• good defensible space
• good water storage feeding a 4-inch
diameter fire hydrant marked by a
blue reflector disk that is properly
placed for fire engine use
• home hardening.
Congratulations! That should
certainly get you through the home
triage by a mutual aid fire engine
company assigned to defend
evacuated homes in your area. But
what about the smaller fires where
you remain at home?
What more can you do to help with
your defense? It doesn’t always take a
lot of water to stop a fire. As a kid on
a farm, I learned how low field grass
fires could be stopped with an empty
burlap feed bag stuffed with some
straw and wetted down. Dragging
such a straw bag of a slow- to
medium moving fire line could stop a
one- or two-acre fire. (Some consider
me old; there were no plastic bags
then.) The La Honda Fire Brigade’s
great save at the beginning of our
2020 CZU fire involved a long hike
with a modest but determined crew
into a very isolated fire carrying only
hand tools and a couple backpack
water sprayers!
What if a fire is an immediate threat
to you and you have good reason
to expect the fire engine response
to be too long, and you desperately
want to defend your home? Here is
the inexpensive route I have taken.
Add easily accessible water hoses
connected to outdoor water spigots
with a spray nozzle attached to the
end of the hose, with an alternate
straight tapered nozzle hung nearby.
(If your outdoor spigots already
have an important use, you may
need to add another spigot.) The
usual plastic hose reel is quite

unsatisfactory. It won’t hold enough
3/4” hose, is plastic, and has a large
flow resistance where the intake line
passes into the rotary line. I believe
my simple design described below is
superior.
The most important locations for
these ‘home defense hoses’ are
at opposite ends of your home.
Next would be locations to defend
outbuildings or a well pump hutch
or shed, or a most likely direction
a fire is likely to approach. For an
emergency attack out at 100 feet
—picking the hose bundle off its
holding bracket and laying it on the
ground, turning on the flow, and
pulling the hose out the 100 feet on
a run should take less than a minute.
There may be some hose twist, but
no tangle!
You want to make these defense
hoses easily found by the fire crew as
they make their initial survey of the
fire. My volunteer experience is that
one or two of these hoses may be
greatly appreciated by the firefighters
for their initial attack while the rest
of the crew is setting up their hose
system. This assumes your hose is
easily dispensed and has adequate
flow. The picture shows one of my
typical hose stations. A 4x4” by
about 6 ft redwood post is planted
near my 3/4” high flow spigot. The
post supports a 32” wide x 41” high
piece of 5/8” fire resistant plywood
(available at a quality Sunnyvale
lumber yard). Attached to the
plywood is an arched metal bracket
(available at Rural Supply Hardware,
Los Gatos) which holds the hose in
a way that it doesn’t kink. I use 3/4”
x 100 ft commercial grade hose that
doesn’t kink easily and is available at
local big box hardware stores. This
design will hold 200 ft of this hose
if the bracket is strong, and the post
is planted well. In full sun a hose will
decay in maybe a couple years, so
orient the plywood and hose so it is
as much out of the sun as possible.
A wood cap 7” wide can help shade
the hose (note cutting the plywood

32” wide allows for 3 pieces per sheet
and the 41” height allows for a 7”
wide top cap). If you must orient the
hose into the sun, you could make a
box to fit the plywood and attach it
with hinges.
Most of us in the heart of the Santa
Cruz mountains have (or share) a
well and water supply system. If
your system contains a 3/4 or 1
horsepower pressure pump it most
likely is set to operate between 30
and 50 psi as mine is. Using the setup
described I am able to shoot water
with the tapered straight nozzle over
a 1 1/2 story house with a flow of
probably 15-20 gallons/minute. This
could be useful quenching fire in the
lower branches of large trees. Only
one hose can be supplied at a time
with the water pumps described.
Since PG&E may cut the power to
your area, also prepare your auxiliary
power unit to take over.
With several outbuildings and two
well pumps that are all strung out,
I have 5 of these ‘defense hose
stations’ set up over a distance of
100 yards. The material cost of each
of these stations (sans any new
plumbing) should be about $200. If
you do this and don’t get the flow, you
probably have some 1/2” pipe in the
line or are not using a high enough
flow rate 3/4” valve.
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California Saxifrage is a Hidden Gem
BY SARAH SCHOEN

California saxifrage
(Micranthese californica
formerly Saxifraga californica)
Parsons 1906

California saxifrage (Micranthese
californica formerly Saxifraga
californica) is a small plant I don’t
see often at South Skyline. It’s an
early bloomer growing in shady,
moist, steep spots. It’s tucked away,
requiring some attention.
At the base is a rosette of oval
leaves, each lightly toothed. The
leaves emerge in late winter from
underground rhizomes and tiny
bulblets. A slightly branched, hairy,
reddish and leafless stem follows,
growing up to 15” tall. And from that
are tiny white flowers, sometimes
all on one side. The flowers have 5
white, open petals, 1/8 to 1/5” long
and 5 recurved sepals at the base.
There are 2 pistils with partially
inferior ovaries and 2 stigmas. Most

Close up of individual flowers

distinctive are the 10 stamens,
unusual in that they have red or
reddish orange pollen. Depending on
growing conditions, flowers bloom
for a short period from February to
May, typically March or April around
here. Each flower sets 2 small fruits
or follicles. Then around late spring
or early summer, the plant dies back
down to below ground.
The plants grow in small colonies
from the underground rhizomes.
But pollination must occur at least
occasionally. Flowers are tiny and
growing under the cool conditions of
early spring. This might favor flies as
the pollinators. A search of my usual
sources did not solve the mystery.
A few years ago in April, Dave and
I headed up the Russian Ridge trail
from the main parking lot toward
the ridge. We had a known spot for
California saxifrage part way up the
ridge near a buckeye tree. While
working to capture the tiny blooms
with macrophotography, Dave noticed
several tiny flies with big orange eyes
and rainbow wings. As he processed
the photos at home under additional
magnification, he noticed some
reddish orange pollen on the needlelike proboscis of one of the flies.
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Hmm. We can’t always get answers
to our questions in nature. But
nothing stops us from noticing…
and wondering.
California Saxifrage is found below
3700’ in the coastal mountains and
Sierra Nevada foothills of California.
It also ventures a little bit further into
southern Oregon and northern Baja
California. The tiny white flowers are
especially pretty under a hand lens.

Possible fly pollinator
All photos by David Schoen
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Take A Hike… Upper La Honda Creek OSP
BY KIM BORICK, WEDNESDAY WALKERS
One of the nicest hikes to enjoy during the winter months
in our big backyard is at Upper La Honda Creek. There are
two sections of the 6,100+ acre La Honda Creek Open
Space Preserve open to the public, Lower La Honda Creek
and Upper La Honda Creek. Both feature amazing views
but anyone who has been to Upper La Honda Creek when
the grass turns green and the skies are clear retains a
wistful memory of the experience. It’s even more special
for locals who are familiar with the terrain but don’t often
get to see it from this breathtaking perspective.
Upper La Honda Creek is also a bit unusual: surrounded
by private property, access is protected and only four
parking spaces are available to the public. That makes it
one of the quieter preserves in our neighborhood. With a
little advance planning, a no-fee parking permit is simple
to obtain from Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
(MROSD). If able to go on a weekday, you may just have
the place to yourself.
The suggested hike is moderate; approximately 3.5 miles
of grassland and forest trails with an elevation gain
around 400 feet. Trekking poles are useful especially if
it has recently rained. If you enjoy hiking with your dog
another bonus here is that dogs are allowed, on leash, on
these trails. Be sure to download a map of the preserve
prior to your visit; paper maps are not available.
From the parking area, the hike begins at the forest edge
along Cielo Trail, a wide fire road. About a half mile down
the road on the right is a sign for the Big Tree. Take
the short detour trail down into the woods to view this
splendid giant redwood spared from logging. Returning to
the main trail, turn west and follow signage to the Coho
Vista Trail.
Long time locals may recall this section of the preserve
was formerly the Dyer property with a history of cattle
ranching. A few of the ranch buildings remain, including
the White Barn, built in the 1860s. At the junction of the
ranch buildings turn south and follow the Coho Vista Trail
as it opens to the grasslands. At the crest of the hill, the
views begin. Continue straight down the hill where you
may encounter early wildflowers in February such as
Hounds Tongue, Trillium and Milkmaids. After a half-mile
or so you will arrive to the Vista Point; the Coho Vista trail
ends here. This is the perfect place to enjoy a snack, break
out the binoculars or simply breathe.

Upper LHC in March by K.Borick

Return uphill on the Coho Vista Trail. After a half mile you
may option to take a left turn and add in the Coho Vista
“Loop”(1.5 miles) where you can stretch your muscles
even further and experience a slightly different trail on
your return to parking. If you don’t take the loop just
continue uphill and veer left at the ranch buildings on the
road back towards your car.
MROSD will provide you with directions to the parking area
and a combination to the gate on Allen Road with your
permit. You can often get a permit within 2-3 days but if
its important for you to go on a specific day, apply for your
permit a week or two earlier. There are no restrooms at
this preserve – you may want to make a stop at Alice’s gas
station on your way there.
Happy Trails, Kim
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SSASouth
Membership
Application
and Renewal
Skyline Association
Membership
ApplicationForm
and Renewal Form
First Time Applying? Yes

No

(circle one)

Today’s Date:________________

Contact Information
Name(s)
Mailing Address
City ST ZIP Code
Physical Property Address
City ST Zip Code
Home and Mobile Phone(s)
E-Mail Address(es) (required)
Propane Supplier -SPUG Program
If you wish to participate in the SPUG program, first verify your preferred propane provider will honor the SSA SPUG
rate at your address. SSA does not guarantee out of boundary members will receive the SSA SPUG rate. After
receipt of your application and payment, we contact the provider directly to inform them of your membership status.
___ Amerigas
___ Kamps
___ FerrellGas

___ Suburban Scotts Valley

Volunteer Interests
SSA always needs additional volunteers. Please consider volunteering and in which areas you are interested.
___ Board Member
___ Events Planning and Setup
___ Website Maintenance
___ Skylines Newsletter Production and Deliveries
___ Legal Advice
___ Member Communication and Database
___ Adopt-a-Highway Program
Special Skills or Qualifications
Summarize special skills and qualifications which you feel may be useful to our association.

Our Policies
All contact information is kept confidential. Dues are payable in January of each year and are not prorated if paid
later in the year. Members must be at least 18 years of age to participate. Anyone is eligible to join regardless of
property address. Members who live within the SSA boundaries are considered regular are eligible to serve on the
Board, vote at general meetings, and receive a paper copy of Skylines. All members receive an electronic copy
Skylines newsletter. If you are outside the SSA boundaries and must have a hardcopy, check here. (___)
Please also consider joining or renewing online at southskyline.org.
Signature ___________________________________________________________________________________
Enclose this application with your $20.00 check payable to “South Skyline Association” and send to:
SSA Membership Committee
400 Skyline Boulevard
La Honda, CA 94020
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Classified Ads
Community
FREE FIRE FITTING FOR THOSE IN
THE SOUTH SKYLINE FIRE & RESCUE
PRIMARY RESPONSE AREA.
This 2 ½ inch fitting will allow the
connection of a fire hose to your water
supply and can be utilized by the
fire department to access the water
necessary for fire suppression. Blue
reflectors are also available. Please visit
http://southskylinefire.org/ for more
information in the “Help us help you”
section.
SC4 AMATEUR RADIO CLUB welcomes
those interested in amateur radio
for emergency communications and
neighborly talk. License is free. Simple
exam: No Morse code. We offer classes.
Visit www.sc4arc.org or write: SC4ARC,
PO Box 237, La Honda, CA 94020

Service
BARBARA & JOHN HARRIMAN
MOUNTAIN REALTORS
Residents here for 23 years.
We LOVE the mountains!
John 408-332-4780
Barbara 408-656-8209
You set the pace. We make it easy.
Now with Sereno Group
John.Harriman@serenogroup.com
Barbara.Harriman@serenogroup.com
Check out our Testimonials
www.TheHarrimanTeam.com
COLE AND RIESE REAL ESTATE GROUP
#1 TEAM LOS GATOS ~
2019 SALES OF $84 MILLION
Nancy Cole, Jill Cole and Michael Riese.
Contact us today to understand how to
maximize the sale price of your home.
Visit us online at www.Cole-Riese.com
info@cole-riese.com | 408-219-3416
C.STILLE EXCAVATION
On the mountain serving South Skyline
Rd / Summit Rd areas for over 30 years.
We offer Quarry Supply, Hauling, Paving
and most forms of Excavation including
defensible space for fire and slide debris
removal. You can reach us at
408-781-2731 or get more info through:
www.ifyoucandreamitwecandigit.com
DAVE WARTER MORTGAGE ADVISOR
831-419-7604 bayareamortgages.com .
I am passionate about creating a better
loan process, serving happy clients,
and building a foundation for financial
success. This allows me to provide my

clients with competitive rates, tailored
financing solutions, and an efficient loan
process focused on communication. Call
or email me for a free consultation.
david.warter@myccmortgage.com
DOG DAYS AWARD WINNING
DOG TRAINING CLASSES
Monday evenings in Portola Valley/
Ladera. GIFT CERTIFICATES–great for
any dog owner! Private Lessons. Please
call 650-851-5500 (Best) or Email:
Dog.days@comcast.net
HUNNER ASSOCIATES GENERAL
CONTRACTORS Local family owned
and operated general construction and
project management firm specializing
in new and remodel residential projects
in the San Francisco Mid-Peninsula
area. Licensed since 1979, visit our
website to learn more:
www.hunnerassociates.com or connect
by email: info@hunnerassociates.com
LEARNING STRATEGIES
One-on-one tutoring in your home or by
Zoom by qualified educators. K-12, all
subject areas including test prep ISEE,
HSPT, SSAT & SAT. Also homeschooling
for families and social pods. Contact
Learning Strategies,
www.creative-learning-strategies.com or
email victoriaskinner@creative-learningstrategies.com or call 650-747-9651 for a
free phone consultation.
PINEDA TREE SERVICE INC.
A local and reliable business that
specializes in Crown thinning & cleaning,
Hazardous tree removal, poison oak
removal, and property cleanup, 24/7
emergency. Free estimate. Insured and
bonded. CSL#991767 650-208-2734
Email: PinedatreeserviceInc@gmail.com
PORTOLA VALLEY FARMERS’ MARKET
Every Thursday, year-round 2-6pm (2-5pm
winter) Weekly farmers’ market brings
local fruits & veggies, eggs, meat, fish,
bakery & specialty foods, crafts and
ready-to-eats. 765 Portola Road, PV
at town center in front of the Historic
Schoolhouse. See posts on facebook.
RESIDENTIAL DESIGN: Country and
urban custom houses, remodel and
additions. 20+ years experience in
California. See some of my work at:
http://www.TSVresidential.com
Taruno S. Vega 650-747-0654
taruno@coastside.net

RUSSIAN RIDGE WINERY
919 Washington Street, San Carlos.
Award winning wines, many Santa Cruz
Mountain varietals. Tasting room open
Fridays 5-9 pm and Saturdays/Sundays
12-5 pm.
SAFE & RELIABLE AIRPORT RIDES
Service from Skyline to and from SFO
or SJC airports at UBER rates. Please
email, text, or call me with your contact
information. I’ll give you more info, and we
can arrange your next trip. Bon Voyage!
David.Heller@HTSCreative.com -408-832-0552
SOLAR CONSULTATION
For a free, no obligation solar
consultation from your mountain
neighbor, please contact David Morgan
dmorgan@simplysolarcalifornia.com
(408) 348-5781. Simply Solar is a local
Northern California company installing
North American made panels.
SKYLINE BROADBAND SERVICE
Offering high-speed wireless Internet with
speeds up to 50 Mbps in much of our
500-square-mile coverage area.
http://SkylineBroadbandService.com
phone: 650-712-5900
SKYLINE YOGA to heal your body and
relax your mind. One-on-One, Chair Yoga,
Live Online and In-Person Yoga. Learn
about pop-up classes, recorded classes
and sign up for health news at www.
yourhealthandjoy.com
patricia@yourhealthandjoy.com

When placing an ad: Please limit
each ad to 45 words. Due to many
requests, we will attempt to keep a
list of ads that will run every issue.
However, there is no guarantee that
an ad won’t be missed because of
our changes in staff. If you want to
be on the list, make a request to “run
until canceled.” It is best to resubmit
ads for each issue. Next deadline:
March 06, 2022.
Classified Ads are free for SSA
members. Membership is $20 per
year. The online SSA membership
application is at www.southskyline.
org. Email ads to:
skylineseditor@yahoo.com
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SSA Calendar 2022
Monthly SSA
Board Meetings
7:00pm
February 10
March 10
April 14
For further updates
contact Evan Dellor:
president@southskyline.org

Current SSA Board Members
Dave Anderson

Highway 9 – Santa Cruz County

Website, Public Safety

Patti Begley

Highway 9 – Santa Cruz County

Communications, Website Committee

Barbara Bekins

Highway 35 – Rocky Creek

Treasurer, Public Safety/Water, Website
Committee

Debra Born

Alpine Road

Secretary, Membership Chair, SSFSC,
Website Committee

Evan Dellor

Portola Heights

President

Louise ElNagger

Highway 35 – North of Hwy 9

Rich Lee

Portola Heights

Vice-President, SSEPO, Chief Fun Officer

Jerry Parsons

Las Cumbres

SSEPO

Susan Stucky

Portola Heights

Grant Administrator

Board positions are available.
Contact Evan Dellor — president@southskyline.org

Skylines Ads and News Articles

The deadline for submitting ads and articles for the next issue is March 6, 2022
Skylines is published once a quarter: January/April/July/October
Skylines invites individuals to submit articles and artwork.
Policy on Classified Ads: Limit ads to 45 words. Free for SSA members.
Send all ads and articles to: SkylinesEditor@yahoo.com
We reserve the right to edit all submissions. We assume no responsibility for omissions, incorrect information or personal opinions.
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